Point of Sale
Traverse Point of Sale (POS) is a computerized retail management system that takes
advantage of the latest touch screen, scanning, and other technologies, facilitating the rapid
transaction processing necessary in a fast-paced retail environment. Traverse POS uses a
distributed design that does not require a constant connection to the primary server and
database, bringing you the stability and flexibility you need for high-volume business.
Traverse POS is the perfect solution to improve the profitability of your retail operation. It
provides streamlined transaction entry (sales, returns, layaways, and quotes) and the ability
to quickly locate information through robust reporting and lookup functions. You’ll capture
complete transaction details at the point of sale, and transaction history and real-time
database records are stored indefinitely so your valuable data is always available for reporting
and analysis.

The Traverse Point of Sales application features a user
interface supporting keyboard and mouse for navigation,
as well as “touch, scan, and swipe” functionality.

• Tender payments for transactions in any currency supported by your company.
Choose which currencies you will accept and manage the exchange rates for
those currencies.
• Interface to a wide variety of authorized credit card processors, or coordinate
with a different provider of your choosing to integrate their solution with Traverse.
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Point of Sale
Key Features:
• Ability to create invoices, returns, quotes, and layaways from the same menu.
• Voided transaction tracking.
• Full support for Traverse pricing models and structures.
• Date-based promotional pricing.
• Support for rewards programs.
• Support for any payment type: cash, credit card, store credit, gift cards, coupons, and more.
• Multiple payment types on any transaction.
• Support for touchscreen monitors, cash drawers, scanners, card readers, and other
automation hardware.
• Support for full-page invoice formats as well as register-style receipts.
• Ability to define receipt header and footer information for each terminal printer.
• Supports discounting by a percentage or an amount for a line item and/or the entire order.
• Password overrides for price changes and maximum discounting.
• End-of-day balancing summary that prints by workstation (Terminal Summary).
• Easy cash drawer reconciliation.
• Flash-, X-, and Z-reports that give you up-to-the-minute status information.
• Commission calculations and payments (via Traverse Payroll or Accounts Payable).
• Ability to change a Sales Rep for line items and/or for the entire order.
• Ability to add a PO number when entering a transaction.

Traverse also provides comprehensive sales analysis reporting:
• Print by item, product line, category, employee, location, and more.
• Print by day, week, month, or year.
• Compare periods to prior years.
• Trending and Slow/Fast Movement reports.
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